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21Service providers can use mute tenant data centers to efficiently and economically provide cloud services using shared hardware
and network infrastructures. Which two options does this approach require? (Choose two) A. partial segregation of network
components by tenantB. complete separation of network traffic by tenantC. strict access control policiesD. complete separation
of hardware infrastructure per tenant Answer: BC QUESTION 22Which three options ate examples of resiliency in the data center?
(Choose three.) A. infrastructure hardeningB. IPS appliancesC. pokey enforcement and access controlD. firewallsE.
application redundancyF. cyber-threat -detection applications Answer: CDF QUESTION 23Which three statements about thick
provisioning are true? (Choose three.) A. Unused space is available (or use by other virtual machines.B. Disk has all space
allocated at creation timeC. Before writing to a new block, a zero must be writtenD. The entire disk space is reserved and is
unavailable (or use by other virtual machines.E. The size of the VMDK, at any point in lime, is as much as the amount of data
written out from the VM.F. Operates by allocating disk storage space in a flexible manner among multiple users, based on the
minimum space required by each user at any given time. Answer: BCD QUESTION 24Which two ports are used by Intercloud
fabric tunnel ports? (Choose two.) A. TCP 6644 and 6646B. TCP 6000 and 7010C. UDP 6644 and 6646D. TCP 7000 and
7010 Answer: AC QUESTION 25A cloud administrator is designing security policies for a hybrid cloud using Cisco Intercloud
Fabric. Which two security capabilities does Intercloud Fabric provide for hybrid clouds.(Choose two.) A. open access cloud VMs
B. Encrypted VM to VM communicationC. open access site-to-site communicationD. role-based access control on cloud
resources Answer: BD QUESTION 26Which three teases are provided by the Cisco Secure Cloud Extension? (Choose three) A.
new model for mapping applications to the networkB. advanced switching features for applications that run in the provider cloud
C. web portals that generate revenueD. support for services such as zone-base firewall and touting in the provider cloudE.
designed to abstract the instantiation of network policy and forwarding from basic network constructs (VLANs and subnets)F.
secure Layer 2 network extension (rom a private cloud to a provider cloud Answer: BDF QUESTION 27A cloud administrator is
considering methods for securing the cloud infrastructure. Which three statements about data plane protection are true? (Choose
three.) A. You must preplan security policies and test them thoroughly before you implement them in an automated fashion.B.
Define security policies alter the creation of virtual machine environments.C. Storing sensitive information on the cloud is
permissible as long as the data center architecture is resilient.D. Out-of-date corporate security policies contribute to data
exposure.E. Encrypting data at rest on the disk is extremely helpful in assuring data protection within a cloud-based data center.F.
Data encryption is enforced only when an application requires it. Answer: ABE QUESTION 28Which three network services are
offered by Microsoft Azure? (Choose three.) A. elastic load balancingB. traffic manager route incoming traffic for high
performance and availabilityC. intrusion detection systems, load balancing, firewallsD. virtual private networks to be deployed
and managedE. virtual network provision private networks, optionally connect to on-premises datacentersF. express route
dedicated private network fiber connections to Azure Answer: BEF QUESTION 29Which statement about VACS is true? A. It
provides centralized provisioning and orchestration (or physical and virtual networking.B. It is designed around open standards
and open APIs.C. It provides scalable and multi protocol controller infrastructure for supporting multiple service providers and
services.D. Delivers a comprehensive cloud management solution spanning service offerings from underlying infrastructure lo
anything-as-a-service platforms. Answer: D QUESTION 30Which two statements about designing an application stack using Stack
Designer are true? (Choose two) A. Using Stack Designer, application stack se-vices ate created by removing the application
component in containers.B. Using the Slack Designer module in the prime service catalog, the application stacks can be designed
as a template and published as orderable services in the Service catalog storefront.C. When an application template order b
completed, all provisioned applications are displayed in My Stuff > Designer Template.D. The Application Slack-as-a-Service
feature enables you to design Product-as-a-Service templates and services. Answer: BC !!!RECOMMEND!!!
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